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from the editors
Hello friends,
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So far, winter here in Nebraska has
fluctuated between terribly cold \ and warmer-than-usual weeks; it mirrors the world’s peripatetic surge and lulls in Covid, international
conflicts, and climate crisis events. Last year at
this time, there was a fair measure of hope that
2021 would be the antithesis of 2020, and we’d
be lifted out of its vortex of uncertainty and unrest. But here we are, one year later, and that
hope has been blotted out. Nothing seems predictable or particularly comfortable anymore.
In these times, we find ourselves retreating further into our safe spaces, with the people and
activities that bring us comfort and stability. For
us, these activities include art-making–through
writing, crafting, and pouring effort into projects like this journal. We know we are not alone
in this because of the constant stream of submissions received through the long weeks and
months.
In this issue, we celebrate those artists
who have made writing and art their commitment and their constant; who have dared to
share the fruits of their labor with us so that we
can share it with others. We’re entertained by
the absurdist and magical realist flash fiction by
Jiahui Wu and left with a sense of outrage by
the unfair nature of the scene that unfolds in Joe
Capello’s play, Sell Bots.
The poems in this issue are vulnerable,
complex, and take risks. Ellen June Wright
grabs us with these opening lines: “They carried
everything one can bring | when one can bring
nothing.” And the poem does not let go even
after the last line. Jack Phillips’ poem, "Felis
Ellipses," makes us contemplate humanity and
our place in the natural world, and Christina Legarda’s poem, "Imelda," provides an eerie and
evocative character profile.
In Cassie Burkheart’s nonfiction essay
she writes “... art is born when opposing feelings collide, rub up against each other, start a

dialogue. Loneliness can be celebrated, or at
least renamed 'solitude,' which sounds more romantic. Anger is really fear and my worst fear is
losing myself.” We feel that and we believe that
her struggle to exist and create despite all the
“triggers” around us is a common one.
At this time, we also want to express
thanks to three respected and admired editors
who have been with us since our first issue: MA
Boswell, Michelle Kimberly, and Trelana Daniel. All three have chosen to step away from the
fiction editor role. However, Michelle and Tre
will remain on the team to help support our
mission and vision with their respective talents
in design editing and social media promotions.
We’re extremely grateful to these three wonderful humans for believing in this effort and for
their willingness to spend their time making our
little lit mag the best it can be.
This change leaves quite a gap to fill, but
we’re pleased to announce the three fellow MFA
graduates/candidates who have agreed to join
us on an all-new fiction team: Pamela Brodman,
Emily Marvin, and Carina Faz. Be on the lookout for more in-depth introductions for each
shortly. Welcome, ladies. We are excited to have
you!!
Before closing, we’d also like to share a
bright milestone we achieved near the end of
2021. The Good Life Review is now officially recognized as a nonprofit entity by Nebraska and
the federal government, which opens the opportunity for us to apply for funds to help achieve
our goals. We have hope that 2022 will be better
than 2021, and to show that, our first order of
business this year is to become a paying market. Beginning with our next issue, authors will
receive $25 for each published piece. We recognize that it is not much, but it’s a start and a
springboard for all that is to come.
Thank you for reading. That’s it for Issue
#6 ~ Winter 2022. With Peace, Love, and Amaretto Sours,
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JJ
SMITH

JJ Smith is a graduate assistant who is currently pursuing an MFA at the University of Nebraska at Omaha. As a lad, he was primarily concerned with videogames and raising havoc in the house. In time, that dream shifted towards
becoming a professional writer and his game obsession has transformed into a
chess obsession. Smith considers Kurt Vonnegut, Cormac McCarthy, and Carmen Maria Machado to be masters of the form.

JOHN WAYNE ALWAYS PLAYED
A BACHELOR

john wayne always played
a bachelor
that correct?”
“Yes, it is. The kids broke Jan down,
so she has one. They’re too much for me.
The cell phones, not the kids. I humped a
PRC Portable Receiver in Vietnam, and I’ve
never wanted anyone to get ahold of me ever
since.” Richard laughed to himself. The lawyer didn’t laugh back. No one in the house
did either for that matter. He uncurled his
finger from the wire.
“Great. I understand one of you was
diagnosed with non-Hodgkins lymphoma?”
The lawyer asked.
“Well, actually, my wife was diagnosed with what I believe is called a multiple myeloma.”
The lawyer made a sound. “Just give
me a second, Mr. Broster.”
“You can call me Richard, young
man.”
“Just a second, Richard.”
For a moment he just sat there on
his sofa listening to the birds wake up and
looking around at Jan’s paperbacks. He’d
never much cared for romances, especially
the ones that had real people on the covers
and not artwork. He thought maybe he’d go
to Target after this and get her another one.
Anything to keep her out of that garden. Jan
said that there was no use getting mad at the
garden, especially because she wasn’t mad
at him, and there wasn’t even really a person
to be mad at so much as a“Mr. Broster?”
“Yes?”
“So, we’re not sure they’re accepting
cases pertaining to MM. I can still take your
information if you’d like.”
“You don’t know if your own firm is
accepting cases?”
“Well, we aren’t actually handling the
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“Now, I’d like you to know this isn’t
something I’d normally do. Jan either, for
that matter,” he said to the lawyer. He had
been taught the value of self-sufficiency.
Never a time to ruminate. No need to gab
someone’s ear off. Definitely no need to call
a lawyer. “The thing of it is, we aren’t getting
what we expected from the VA, and we’re
living on a fixed income. Jan and I, that is.”
He heard clacking across the phone
line. “Just a second, sir. What did you say
your name was?”
“Richard Broster.”
“And was it you or your wife that was
exposed to Roundup?”
“It was my wife.”
“Ok.” More clacking from the lawyer’s end. “Are you currently represented by
another attorney?”
“No, that’s what I was trying to mention earlier. We’re a bit out of sorts when it
comes to things of this nature,” Richard said.
He was quiet for a moment and looked at the
light-up green buttons on the telephone. He
wrapped the laminate coiled wire around
his index finger. “We’ve never really been
ones to ask for anything if we could help it.
We just like to chew on it if we can. But we
have co-pays and such,” Richard trailed off.
“We’re only month to month right now.”
“I understand, Mr. Broster. Did you
say you’re currently represented by another
attorney?”
“No. Not currently.”
“Ok. Great.” More clacking and a sip
of something.
“Let me get some contact information from you just in case we get disconnected.”
Richard gave what he could.
“No email, no cell phone for you? Is
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he heard Jan’s footsteps. Used to be he
could hear the creak of the mattress when
she got up, but she’d lost so much weight he
couldn’t hear much of anything.
“How long was the exposure?”
“Well, I suppose it was two to three
days a week every summer for about eight
years. Give or take a week in May.”
“Ok, great. Just a few more questions.”
Fingers playing with the chord again,
Richard stood and looked around. He decided the garden was as garden-like as he
could make it. Not the best, but at least the
sun wouldn’t beat down on her so much.
He walked back inside through the family
room and into the kitchen to wait for Jan.
He clutched the phone between his ear and
poured Jan a bowl of bran flakes with oat
milk. Bad for the soul, good for the roughage, the doctor had said.
“Was Jan ever in the military?”
“Just me.” Richard sat at the kitchen table.
It seemed now that his mornings weren’t
much besides sitting in one room, growing
restless, relocating to sit and kill time in another. Jan got up later and later each day.
“Has Jan been exposed to any other chemicals, radiation, or does Jan have a
family history of cancer?”
“No, sir. None of that. That is, a heart
attack a few years ago but nothing else.”
Just a husband with a hatred of weeds and
an affinity for Roundup. He bit his lip and
pushed the thought away. No need in this
house for a weak husband. Be Cary Grant,
Richard thought.
“Has Jan ever used tobacco products?”
“Definitely not. Not even before the
boys.”
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class action lawsuit-”
Richard grabbed the telephone base
and walked into the sunroom. He tried to
ignore the Menard’s smell of peat moss and
limestone. Old tarps. Freshly potted basil.
“What was that, young man?”
“I said we are just doing intakes for
the firm, and then we send them cases if the
criteria are met. We can still finish the intake if you’d like.”
“You know, I tried to make Jan a garden inside. She’s always had a real green
thumb. I don’t think she’s taking to it,
though.” Richard looked at his feet. A bag
of Miracle Gro had spilled over the blue
tarp onto the slate tile by the door. It was
the pink kind, the Bloom Booster. He’d have
to get the dustpan out later. He didn’t want
Jan to trip, not that it was particularly easy
to trip on potting soil, but Jan’s meds listed
dizziness as a side effect.
“Mr. Broster, when were you, your
wife, rather, exposed to Roundup?”
“It was Jan. In the garden most likely.” With the Roundup, he thought to himself. The boys had always loved Clue. Jan
happily tolerated it, saying he looked like
a fatter Colonel Mustard. Richard plunked
down in his rocker and looked at the basil.
“And when were you first exposed to
Roundup? Excuse me-”
“Well in July, I used to sit under the
sprinklers on my father’s farm and let the
Roundup cool me off. We didn’t know-”
“Pardon me, sir. When was your wife
first exposed to Roundup?”
“That would have been the summer
of 2004.”
“And you said she was exposed to it
in her garden?”
“That’s correct.” Inside, he thought
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“Mr. Broster?” The lawyer repeated.
“Sorry about that, young man. What
were you saying?”
“I asked if you had ever personally
purchased Roundup.”
“That is correct. I have.” Richard
looked at Jan by the fridge. The mini quilts
that the boys had made at Camp Kiffawac
hung there. She smiled at him again and
walked out. “Jan, the cereal-” but Jan raised
a finger to her lips.
She mouthed a word to him. “Gardening.” She shuffled into the hallway,
hands on her hips, shoulders forward.
“Do you have proof of use or purchase?” The lawyer asked in the tinny, landline buzz.
“Nothing on paper, I don’t think.”
“So no receipts of any kind?”
“No, I mostly use cash if I can help
it.” He wondered if the sunroom garden
provided enough cover for Jan. Too much
sun could shine through the windows, and
he knew she’d have to avoid any extra radiation, solar or otherwise, if the treatments
were going to take.
“Do you still have the containers of
Roundup?” Was this young man getting
frustrated with him?
“No. I threw them all out when I
learned what I did. I mean, well, maybe I
have one? I don’t go into the garage much
anymore.” He looked around at all the places they had cooked together. Where they’d
hung perfect, terrible crayon drawings. The
cabinets where they kept the art supplies
next to the cat treats. Richard wondered
if the boys were ever going to have boys of
their own.
“Mr. Broster, I just spoke to-”
“Young man, I actually have a few
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“Does Jan have HIV or AIDS?”
Richard opened his eyes wide. “Excuse me?”
“It’s a question we ask everyone.”
What kind of lawyer is this? Richard
thought to himself. “We’ve been married for
52 years.”
The lawyer clacked on his keyboard,
filling Richard with an irrational sense of indignance. Then the lawyer said, “I will write
down no. Has a doctor ever told you that the
cancer could be related to Roundup?”
Over the line, Richard could make
out some hushed tones. Words covered by a
hand over the receiver. “No. Doctor Lusteen
has been awfully mum about the whole situation. That’s another thing I was hoping to
speak to someone about. Mostly it was just
tests at first, but no real answers. Then he
had a different woman, an oncologist, come
in and look at Jan. And then the diagnosis.
Is that normal, young man? For a doctor to
be cagey like that?”
“I’m not exactly sure.” The lawyer
sounded distracted. “I just have a couple
more questions…” But the man’s voice was
drowned out by the soft pitter-patter shuffle of Jan’s footsteps as she walked into the
kitchen. She smiled at him. She smiled at
him with the same loose, prematurely grey
hair that she’d had when she saw him home
from Vietnam back to this very house, with
eyes that had never been anything but forthcoming, no secrets, nothing but awakeness
for him and the boys. When she smiled at
him like that, well there was nothing much
to do but pay her attention.
“I made you some breakfast.”
Jan smiled and raised a finger to her
lips. Then made a hang loose gesture to him.
No, a telephone symbol. He smiled.
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connection. I’m just saying that there’s no
grounds at this point. Additionally, these
personal injury cases are often complicated
when the injured party themself does not
use the product. Does that make sense?”
Richard realized his fist was clenched.
He unclenched it, reclenched it after he felt
the trembles coming back. Sure, it made
sense. “You’re a lawyer, son. Isn’t there
something you can do?”
“Oh, I’m not a lawyer, Mr. Broster.
I’m a legal assistant.”
“You don’t think there’s anything you
can do?” Richard leaned back in his chair
and looked at the bowl of cereal and the
boys’ little quilts.
Richard was fairly sure the man
sighed, like he was about to do something
he’d regret. “Mr. Broster, I can look a little more into it. If I learn anything helpful
someone will reach out to you this afternoon. Is there anything else I can do for you
right now?”
“Um. No, son. That’s all right. Thank
you much.” Richard hung up the phone with
a hollow clack. He stood and brought the cereal out to the sunroom. Maybe he could get
Jan to eat a few bites before it got too soggy.
It was hot in the sun/garden room.
But no Jan. Just the smell of peat and the
soil he still had to pick up. Bowl in hand,
Richard walked outside to the back of the
house.
“Hey, Dick,” Jan said. She was in her
overalls sitting in the garden. It was sunny
out. She was smiling.
“You think you can eat a little bit?” he
asked.
“Not quite hungry yet.” Jan pulled
a weed and then another. With the tenderness of a mother who had yet to be a
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more details.” With a drop in his heart, it
suddenly seemed very important that this
young man didn’t put Richard on hold
again. “It wasn’t as if Jan was just using it
for the weeds in the garden. I would actually spray it on parts of what she’d grow, and
she’d spend hours sitting in it. So it wasn’t
really Jan’s fault.”
“It’s not anyone’s fault, Mr. Broster.”
“I’m the one that sprayed it.” Again,
Richard had the urge to explain himself. Not
to ask for a handout but just to let the lawyer
know that Jan hadn’t done anything wrong.
He didn’t need consolation, no one ever gave
John Wayne consolation. But John Wayne
always played a bachelor.
More muffled talking from the other
line.
“And we have no grudge against
Monsanto, for that matter. We understand
that mistakes happen. We don’t want anyone to go to prison or anything like that.”
“Of course not. Mr. Broster-”
“Jan’s so damn anemic that she can’t
even get up to watch the TV sometimes, you
know?” Richard laughed a little, a quiet, unfunny laugh.
“I imagine it’s very difficult. I just
spoke to an associate of mine, and we aren’t
sure that this case fits the necessary prerequisites.”
“How’s that?”
“We likely won’t be able to refer your
case. Roundup has only been linked scientifically to Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. There’s
no discernible grounds at this point to pursue a case with a defendant diagnosed with
multiple myeloma.”
“Young man, Jan sat in Roundup for
years.”
“I’m not saying that there’s no
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the cereal on the kitchen table. Upstairs he
grabbed a sunhat without too many holes
and a little purple band around the base.
He didn’t grab her favorite, a flopsy number
with a ring of plastic flowers. That one had
too many holes.
He was panting by the time he got
back out to the garden, and the sun was hotter, but Jan just sat there, Marigolds in a
perfect little row. He dropped the hat on her
head.
“Better?” She asked.
“Better.”
“I don’t think I’m going to plant more
perennials this year. Is that ok with you?”
“Fine by me.”
“You’d have to water them when they
come back, and I don’t want to tie you into
anything you aren’t ready for.”
“You should’ve told me that 52 years
ago.”
They smiled. It was all ok.
“Do you think you could go get me
the angelonias from inside? They say angelonia on the sticker.”
He did. He brought out the little plastic cartons and watched her plant them.
“I think these’ll grow up first, so I’m
putting them in the back. That way they
won’t cast too much shade on their sisters.”
She finished with the angelonias and
he brought her out the pimpernels and azaleas and the geraniums. He watched as she
put the geraniums on either side of the main
patch. She said that she was putting them
there to frame the rest. To put them right in
the middle would ruin the scene, but on the
edges, she could look from start to finish.
In front of the angelonias, she planted the
rows of pimpernels and azaleas, digging the
trowel down and packing the dirt over. She
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grandmother, soft hands with no trembles,
Jan removed a marigold from its plastic
home and placed it in a small divot. “I don’t
think I’m going to plant more perennials
this year. Is that ok with you?”
“That’s fine, Jan,” Richard said. His
face felt warm. He told himself it was going
to be a hot one.
“How’d it go with the lawyer?” she
asked.
“They said they were going to think
about it.”
“Is everything ok?”
“Everything’s fine, Jan. I’m just
thinking about the store later. I have to get
you something, that’s all.”
She leaned back from the Marigold.
It looked safe in the ground, like it had been
born there. “Say, Dick, you think you could
help me with something?”
He brightened. “Yes, of course. What
do you need?”
“Do you think you could help me
bring some of the supplies out here?” She
smiled. Bright white teeth. Real teeth, not
veneers or dentures.
He debrightened. “Are you sure you
don’t want to try a little gardening in there?”
He knew this was silly, made sillier still by
the bowl of soggy roughage in his hand.
“The doctor said you shouldn’t be getting
too much extra radiation.”
“You have any uranium buried out
here?” Jan winked this part.
Richard knew he’d concede then.
There was nothing he could do against a
wink and a smile like that. “Will you wear a
sun hat at least?”
“Ok. As long as you go up and get it. I
need all the energy I can for this here.”
Richard went back inside and left
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phone. “Broster residence, Richard speaking.”
“Mr. Broster?” It was the young man
from the law firm.
“You have any updates for me?” Richard didn’t want to hope. John Wayne never
hoped, he took action.
“I do actually. So, I called Davis and
Brock, the firm we refer these types of cases
to, and I actually have some good news.”
“Yes, young man?”
“So they’ve just started accepting
cases for MM related to potential Roundup
exposures.” The boy sounded excited. He
was proud of himself.
“Is that right?”
“It is. Obviously it’s no guarantee of
acceptance or payout or anything like that,
but it’s better news than before. Would you
like me to refer your information to them?”
“That would be great, young man.
Thank you much.”
The legal assistant took a little more
information from Richard, and quickly as he
could, Richard left the house for the garden.
He saw Jan there, a carton of pale
blue flowers at her feet.
“Jan,” he said, “you’re not going to
believe this.”
A look of concern crossed her face.
“Is everything ok?”
“It is. It’s great. The firm Davis and
Brock are accepting cases of MM pertaining
to Roundup exposures. This could take care
of so much for us. The bills mostly, but other
stuff too. Hell, if they settle we could even
take a vacation.” Somewhere shady. Without too much sun. The northwest maybe.
She smiled, but it didn’t have any
feeling in it. “Did you grab the flowers, Richard?”
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packed it harder than he thought necessary,
but he wasn’t the one with the green thumb.
“You want to try one?” She asked.
He stood there sweating. Flower toting was hard work. “I think I’d rather watch
the master at work.”
“Well, the master needs her verbena
and her begonias.”
He saw her squinting when she said
this. It made him anxious to see her on the
ground like that. Had any of the Roundup
he’d sprayed over the years infected the
grass? And the squinting. It was too bright
out. Too much sun. Her blood couldn’t take
much more of this. He thought about telling
her this but didn’t. He brought the verbena
and begonias. He was sweating up a storm.
She put the verbena outside the azaleas and put the begonias on the outside
rows. “If these things grow like they should,
we'll have bumblebees and Monarchs here
all summer. It’ll be alive. More alive than it
already is. Which is plenty.”
“You trying to get us bee stung?” He
asked more crossly than he should’ve, a fake
laugh in his voice.
“Bees bring life with them. They
make a garden wake up in the morning.”
That was just like Jan, to not let
things bother her. How many terrible movies had they watched that Jan could stomach
because of a performance or because the director did charity work. “I don’t know,” she
said as Richard complained, “I liked it. The
sets were really nice.” Jan was always capable of controlling what she gave her energy
to.
Inside, he heard the telephone ring
and forgot about the flowers he was supposed to grab. He went inside past the decluttered green room and answered the
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Make sure you press the rest of the
dirt on top of it. That’s right. Make sure you
tamp it down nicely.”
He looked at his little flower, perked
up out of the ground.
“You’re good to me, Richard. But I
am 82 years old, and you just don’t know
when to pipe down.”
He looked at her. She was smiling
again. “What are these ones called?” he
asked.
“These are scorpion grass. They’re
the forget-me-nots.”
He looked down at the flowers, the
clusters of periwinkle blue. They rounded
at the edge, like little saucers. As he looked
closer, Richard realized that a ring of yellow
filled each and every center, yellow that bled
to white and then blue, almost indiscernible
to a casual watcher. Flecks of dirt covered
some of the clusters, and Richard felt a sudden urge to reach out and touch one of the
petals, to remove the earth that covered up
the soft, natural blue. He worried that if he
touched the petals he might mar them in
some way, bend or twist their concave form.
He lowered his head and tried to blow the
dirt off. They bent underneath his sputtering breath, the stems so limber, the crowns
of flowers so unapologetically alive. v

HOME ↑
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Richard breathed away his excitement. “Aren’t you excited?”
“I am. I’m excited for all you’ve done
for me today.” She pushed back the sun hat
with dirt-spotted hands. She squinted as she
did so.
Richard wiped away more sweat. He
didn’t know what else to do. The sun seemed
so damn bright.
“You know, Jan, you really could use
a pair of sunglasses. Let me go grab some for
you.” He turned to go inside.
“Richard, stop.” There was finality in
her voice.
“Jan, you need to start taking care of
yourself. You see how bright it is out here?
All sorts of radiation comes from the sun.
And you didn’t even eat your breakfast today. You won’t be-”
“Richard.” She inhaled through her
nose. Deeply. “Stop.”
“Why? I can’t just stand here and
wait, Jan.” Anger rose in his voice.
“Then don’t wait. Do two things for
me. Ok, Richard?”
He swallowed and nodded his head.
She paused for a second and stared at
him, like she was reading something on the
back of his skull. “Will you quit your goddamn fussing and come plant some flowers
with me?”
What could he say to that but yes?
The grass was warm and dry and he felt the
sun beat on his head.
“Here,” she said, handing him the
trowel. “Dig down about six inches.”
He scooped out the earth and set it
to the side. The ground was yielding and
moist, rejuvenated after winter.
“Take this.” She passed him one of
the pale blue flowers. “Put it in the hole.
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LYNNE
GOLODNER

Lynne Golodner has an MFA in Poetry from Goddard College and is the author
of 8 books and thousands of articles. She works as a writing coach and professor and is the host of the Make Meaning Podcast. Lynne lives in Huntington
Woods, Michigan with her husband and four teens. Learn more at lynnegolodner.com.

SWIMMING: A MEDITATION

swimming: a meditation
him), so I settled for collecting his stories.
*
I’ve always found water soothing –
being by its side, watching its tempestuous
emotions, immersing in its cold embrace.
The big gusty gales of Lake Michigan. The
swift current of the Detroit River. The mirror-like surface of my old next-door neighbor’s pool, ready to absorb our summertime
squeals and childhood energy. The ocean
more powerful than what I imagine God to
be, its strong hands reaching up and out,
slapping the sand and peacefully retreating. Our bodies are mostly water, even our
bones. We need water to survive and, in a
way, it needs us too. We begin floating and
throughout our lives water symbolizes purity, fertility, life and renewal. But equally
as much, water has long been a symbol of
wisdom, power, grace. Essential for existence and cleansing, water has the power to change us and to bless. Some ancient
cultures saw water as chaos, but I see it as
deliverance. As much as its power can overwhelm, it gives me power that I desperately
need.
Water is beautiful. Its movements, its
elegant glow, its translucency, the rainbows
it inspires when interacting with light at the
right angles. I love to watch a rain drop on a
blade of grass or a river cascade over rocks.
I love the sound of water. I love the way it
feels when I am in it, the way it holds me,
allows me to be lighter than I am on land.
But I didn’t always seek reassurance
in the waves. I am not a lifelong competitive
swimmer, nor a person home-birthed into a
tub. I come from very mundane and ordinary roots. The pool only became my refuge
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When I was little, I rode on my father’s back while he swam the length of
our neighbor’s pool in one breath. My legs
gripping his sides, my arms waving in the
wind, I tilted my head back and laughed as
he pulled me through the water. The pool
seemed impossibly long, and I could not
imagine holding my breath the whole distance the way my father did. He carried me
from the depths to the shallows, where I
climbed off and he rose out of the water like
a great whale’s tail, shaking drops from his
face, his grin as wide as mine. I believed he
could do anything.
Four years ago, after my father was
diagnosed with an incurable blood cancer,
I sought the pool as refuge. When I sat at
home on the couch, silent tears trailed down
my face and I shuddered into the angsty
anticipation of a world without him. In the
pool, I couldn’t cry. Once, tears overcame
me in the middle of a swim, and I fought
to breathe, stopping mid-lane and treading
water to regain control. Crying ruined my
rhythm and made me choke on chlorine,
and I lost count of how many laps I’d completed.
My father swam backstroke at Mumford High School in the 1950s. One year
for Halloween, I wore his robin’s egg blue
and burgundy varsity sweater, and all the
parents smiled when they saw me, sharing
memories as they dropped candy into my
plastic pumpkin. I didn’t think about my
dad as an athletic star until he was dying
though, when we had long conversations
in his hospital room about the places he’d
been and the things he’d accomplished. We
hadn’t swum together in years and we no
longer could (with the port in his chest for
infusions, a public pool could have killed
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indoor pools. Many afternoons I took the
kids to the club, leaving them in childcare
for an hour so I could swim laps alone, then
picking them up and swimming with them
until they grew tired under the sun. The laps
grounded me and reminded me to breathe,
assured me that I could float in choppy waters. The time splashing with my children in
the zero-edge kiddie pool showed me that I
could work hard and have time to play. We
would keep each other afloat. Those sun-lit
days playing in the water with my children,
I felt lucky. I was forging a path for us and
I even had time and space for fun on a hot
day. Once, as we carried buckets and pool
toys and bottles of sunscreen from the car
to the club, my older son Asher asked why I
had to swim alone before we could all swim
together. I couldn’t tell him that if I didn’t
swim, I might crumble in front of him. Instead I said, “It makes me a happier Mommy,” and that answer seemed to suffice.
						
*
I never worried about money until
I became a single mother. Then, I needed
a safe car large enough for three car seats,
clothing, winter coats, and sturdy boots for
my children. They outgrew everything within months and their hearty appetites demanded three nutritious meals a day, plus
snacks, and sippy cups full of juice. One
day in the not-so-distant future, they would
need thick textbooks, sports equipment,
SAT tutors, college tuition.
The money was a literal need, but it
became a symbolic one too, representing
my value, my success. No matter how much
clients paid me, it was never enough for me
to feel secure. In the year after the divorce
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when I was divorcing the father of my three
children who were aged four, three, and one
at the time. My work was imploding— the
economic downturn caused so many of the
magazines I had been writing for to halt
publication or shutter completely. I went
from earning six-figures as a freelance writer to desperately searching for people to
hire me to write for a few hundred dollars at
a time. And I wouldn’t be getting much from
my soon-to-be ex-husband, an Orthodox
Jewish musician whose earning potential
was limited because his faith prevented him
from performing on Fridays and Saturdays.
A week after we signed the divorce
judgment, my ex moved his boxes and suitcases out of our house. I sat on the carpeted
steps while my kids watched Sesame Street
in the family room. The big house was all
mine with its stone façade and two-car garage, my daughter’s pink bedroom, the
1960s blue-tiled bathroom, the oak-floored
living room, the 1980s kitchen with Formica counters and laminate cabinets, the basement that flooded in a hard rain. We had
bought it at the height of the market and
now at the housing industry’s lowest point,
I couldn’t even sell the house to pocket the
proceeds. I was stuck with a mortgage to
pay, lights and heat to keep on, a refrigerator to fill. For months, hoping to leverage my
skills into a career pivot, I’d been looking for
companies to hire me to write press releases
and blogs. Some had signed on, but the CEO
of my biggest client, a family-owned grocery
chain, said my business idea was stupid. I
wondered how I was going to make it.
Months later, when I had three clients and income to cover the mortgage and
utilities, I scraped together enough money to join a health club with outdoor and
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*
My company grew and I gained
more clients, developing a niche in the
yoga world, where I helped studios and

yoga personalities build brands, land TV interviews, and create social media content.
Before I made the pool my sanctuary, under the guidance of one of my clients, I tried
mindfulness meditation. I bought a Back
Jack chair to put on the floor and left my
desk twice a day to close my eyes and breathe
in and out through my nose. I’d stare at the
place where my third eye was supposed to
be, trying to escape the papers cluttered
around my computer, the oversight my employees required and the ongoing worry of
whether I could retain clients while trying
to attract more.
Meditation worked for a while. I grew
calmer about managing my small staff and
less concerned about money. But I fell out
of practice. In the midst of work and home,
too many demands competed for attention.
I had to leave the scene of chaos to step into
calm.
In a Michigan winter, it takes effort
to drive icy roads, face the biting wind, peel
off my clothes, and plunge into waiting waters. But still, I go. On a busy day, when
there are more demands than minutes to
devote to them, I go. When my children pull
at me, beg me to sit with them on the couch,
I promise to sit later, after I swim. The water
beckons and I respond. My anchor, my sustenance.
I love the equanimity of swimming.
The water welcomes me, like a lover, and I
give myself over to its embrace. For the first
fifteen laps, worries clutter my mind, shouting: my contract might be threatened, that
client isn’t happy, will any publication take
my writing? Tick-tick-tick: looming deadlines and endless to-dos. Soon, they will
leave and silence will settle in, the rhythm of
my body in the water, the peace of the pace.
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the notion of enough grew big and scary, a
monster in the night looming over me as I
tossed in bed. I called my father at least once
a week asking for advice and seeking reassurance that I would land enough clients,
that I could keep them. My father had created a company when I was ten. At the time he
had three young children too, but my mother stayed home to raise us so he could go out
and build a name for himself in the scrap
metal industry. I had no fallback, no one to
keep the home front going while I went out
into the world.
“Take the money and do the work,”
he said. “It’ll all work out.” A simple truth,
that if I completed the work in front of me,
I’d always have work to do. His advice was
tangible and immediate. A job well done
was the best way to ensure more jobs. Focusing on an unknown future took me out
of the moment and away from delivering on
any project. It tied me in knots I had a hard
time climbing free from.
I loved the sound of my father’s voice
when he answered the phone and realized it
was me: “Hi, Lynnie!” he’d exclaim, as if my
call was a highlight of his day. It certainly
was for me. He didn’t say much about the
specifics of my fears, just reassured me that
if I kept showing up and doing well, I’d be
ok. He never worried and his voice calmed
me, like the undulating waves of the pool
do now. After he was diagnosed, I started
saving his messages so I could listen to him
long after he was gone.
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With every stroke I am reaching for the inevitable calm.
I fill my lungs and push off from the
wall. I part the waters, my legs fluttering.
My hands are cups filling and emptying. I
point my toes and tap my heels to complete
a stroke. There’s no place like the pool. Focusing on form lets the worries bubble up
and float away. I breathe out of my nose, my
skin pulses.
In breaststroke, my arms extend like
eagle’s wings before coming together at my
heart and pushing forward. Back stroke and
free style are long-limbed and reaching,
exposing the heart. Even butterfly, which I
rarely swim, is an open-arm hug before an
elegant crashing into the water. In swimming I become expansive, open to everything, full of love for this moment, full of
understanding for all the complications in
and around me. I become an observer, not a
judge.
*

*
With every length, my worries have
less energy and I have more. Twenty lengths
in, my mind quiets. Until I reach my rhythm,
I negotiate with myself to keep going: Another ten lengths. If you want to quit at thirty,
fine. But I never quit. Once I am submerged,
I stay. After thirty lengths, it’s all freestyle,
long and gliding. Worries are little birds flying away without sound. Safe travels, little
creatures – go find light and warmth.
*
I spent two years watching my father
die. When his life finally ended on a dark,
windy day, I thought, I spend my life waiting and then death comes to the door. There
is no better time for anything.
I’d been wanting to visit the Keys
for years. I yearned to leave the gray cold,
short days and ice-crusted streets for slow
beach strolls, an unlimited horizon and the
cool reassurance of a shimmering pool, a
kiss of sweet air on my skin. I drove lonely,
two-lane roads under bright sun, crossing
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In high school, swim class was mandatory for ninth graders. The gym teacher
handed out brown, starchy swimsuits that
were washed every night in abrasive industrial detergent. We clipped the straps together with a barrette to keep them from falling
down. When my oldest son Asher was in
high school, he swam against my alma mater, and my mother, father, and I watched
from the bleachers. The pool seemed half
the size it was in the 1980s. In my memory I treaded water, staring up at bleachers
that rose like mountains of creaking seats
the gym teacher traversed, shouting instructions. Asher was not a fast swimmer, but he
took whatever the coach threw at him. Once,

forced into the 500, the longest and hardest
event in the competition, he finished last. I
watched with a knotted stomach, nervous
that all eyes were on my boy. I admired his
resolve to plow through one lap at a time, as
if no one were there, immersed in the water’s lulling support. The natatorium shimmered with cheering. After, he and my dad
commiserated about what it felt like to compete in the pool. Although all eyes were on
them, they lost themselves in the rhythm of
the strokes. It was as if the rest of the world
fell away. I knew exactly what they meant.
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long and narrow bridges stringing islands
together until I arrived in the tropical refuge
of a seaside resort. I chose Cheeca Lodge in
Islamorada because it had a lap pool. I could
swim in the milky dawn counting lengths by
the clicking of insects.
Breathing in the winter can be painful – each inhale burns and harsh wind bites
exposed skin, turning it red and raw. I needed to be in a place where it didn’t hurt to
breathe, where I could bare my skin and feel
the sun seep in quietly, kindly. It was more
than a literal winter that February. The
weeks after my father died were the darkest
time of my life.
I loved those early mornings flip-flopping across asphalt, past the golf course
where sprinklers switch-switch-switched,
all peaceful silence and reverence for the
rising day. The air was cool, like the water.
I was the only one in the pool that early, the
morning whispering reassurances like my
father used to. With each lap, I felt more
certain that I could continue on without
him, even if I didn’t want to.
*

HOME ↑
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The water and I, we are close. I push
and it pushes me back. I glide and it holds
me. It molds around my body and I let it
comfort me. I breathe out as long as I can
until there is no air left. I am a buoy in a constant current. I cannot sink no matter how
hard I try.
When I finish the longest part of my
set, steam rises from my skin and I duck under to cool my face. The drumbeat of music
in the speakers is as rhythmic as the waves.
I can’t make out words and I don’t really want to. Children squeal and splash, old

people float in the shallows, a marathoner in
the next lane pounds up and down the lane.
Everything is happening around me and the
worries I brought to the pool have long since
floated away. Everything that felt heavy,
draining, is simple in the haze from the water. The world is an unimportant blur.
My main set done; I proceed through
my last twenty-two lengths to hit my mile. I
alternate strokes, slow my pace. In my water
cocoon, I watch bubbles become blinking
stars in a night sky.
I’ve swum three or four times a week
for more than a decade now and I sought
refuge in a pool long before that. But only
in the past few years have I realized that, in
the pool, I find the comfort and support my
father gave me. Swimming infuses me with
strength, clarity, and determination like my
conversations with Dad. I no longer need to
hear his words to know everything will be
alright. In the absence of his voice, I listen
to my own.
I finish every swim with side stroke, a
kindness to my weary self. Goggles off, I lay
my head in the water as if it is my father’s
palm. My hands and legs scissor in opposite
directions. Water gurgles in my ear. And
when I rise from the pool, sparkling drops
drip off of me, my hair shaking out from its
cap molding. I am the great whale’s tail, inhabiting the space my father used to occupy
with his single-breath strength - I am carrying the little girl to safety. v
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rest of society when we catch his eye. He is
terrified that my daughter, now standing in
the part of the cart where she is supposed
to be sitting, will fall mullet-first to chalky,
lavender death in a bucket of bath bombs
or, worse, sue him. “She’s my third, she’s
got this,” I tell him. He winces and motions
to me to restrain her, accompanied by gasps
from several other customers who are on
their way to the fifteen items or fewer aisle.
I stare longingly in the direction of that line,
the breezy way the man in chinos walks by
with his salad and a single tangerine to pay.
What I wouldn’t give to wear a clean blazer, to be the mandarin in his palm... Hello
little satsuma. It floats by, so cool, bursting
with flavor underneath that skin, already
undressing…
Beep beep beep, my daughter has
taken over control of the credit card machine and is en route to planet Please Stop. I
remove my daughter from the cart and place
her before a wall of novelty magnets she can
knock over or bite. One says: “I should’ve
partied harder in 1999” and “Just another
day of pretending I’m fine!’” and “You’re
awesome” (It’s Bill Murray pointing at me)
and thank you Bill, these are actually making me laugh for a second in the midst of
this sweaty bagging nightmare, so I slip one
in my coat pocket and don’t tell anyone, just
because. Oh whatever, it’s fine. I deserve
this, right? Are we done yet? The cashier is
mixing everything up after I told him not to,
when I quickly had to save my daughter from
imminent grocery cart death. Perishables
and pantry items are being tossed together
into a beef-juice-animal-cracker-soup and,
somehow, he didn’t use half of the tentlike,
soft cooler bags I brought and he’s taking
two decades to do it, but I’m too bored and
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I’m with my two-year-old at the grocery store today, truly the most demoralizing
place for stay-at-home mothers when you
haven’t showered, your stomach is grinding
coffee beans in your sleep, and you feel the
exact same color as the uncured ham slices lying flat and helpless. My cart is piled
high with chicken breasts, boxed broth, tomato sauce, jumbo cartons of berries, organic bananas—of which the two-year-old’s
eaten two— the ripped-open peels an upside-down, stringy version of what used to
be whole. It’s a food pantry in my cart and
it will probably only last us half the week.
My two-year-old is climbing out of the cart,
trying to help me by lobbing pears onto the
conveyor belt at checkout, dangling an egg
carton as I sweep in to save it. I’m sweating
and my winter coat stinks in the armpits,
I’m the boring age of thirty-seven, dressed
in some sort of stained, Luleisure combo,
frantically searching for the Amazon Whole
Foods app that will save me $2.41 on my
$280.00 purchase. My daughter is shrieking that she wants to do everything herself,
pressing buttons and licking the handlebar
on the cart, screaming, “cookies!” and then
taking her shoes and socks off, her little
mullet flipping back off her forehead as she
thrusts off the flamingo print Gap sock.
The elderly couple behind me smiles,
waving and cooing, just beaming because
they remember the time and it goes so fast
and, “you can have her!” I yell. Chuckle
chuckle. Luckily, the cashier is unphased
by my existence, lets me struggle alone, his
nails are blue, he doesn’t even look up, I
am pineapple two-for-one and what is this
green stick? Lemongrass? A manager in a
bossy green apron struts by to coach one
of the drones who collect groceries for the
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came out through the vag. The first one was
an emergency C-section.) Anyways, snap
out of it, unlock the car you idiot. Garage.
Darkness. The car seat, click, phew. Child is
restrained. Collapse into my seat, Exhale. I
practically weep in the driver’s seat. Life is
so impossible and mundane.
And this is it, right? This is motherhood. Stinky armpits and “put cookie monster song on!” and clementine peels everywhere and a dented minivan, some vacations
in between, some odd jobs teaching yoga on
Zoom or helping a friend write something
clever for something important, but mostly this grind. Oh geez, it’s all coming out of
my head now. Anyone can do it for a day, a
week, but: Every. Single. Day. I know, you
are telling me, “Order your groceries online!
Get a nanny! Go on a yoga retreat!” But that
would be missing the point. That would be
to misunderstand the feeling, the universal
ache of the mother entirely. That ache that
has nothing to do with how much help you
get or manicures you treat yourself to and
everything to do with feeling trapped, invisible, robotic, burdened by responsibility and
fueled by love, yet ambivalent about every
decision you make trying to keep the web
together. Yearning for freedom yet clinging to routines. Feeling like life is over yet
hasn’t begun, starving, but I just ate, fuck
me but don’t touch me, unreliable with basic tasks and pediatrician’s appointments,
but completely in tune with the children’s
every need, food, sleep, poop, and whose
tiny underwear is whose, and constantly obsessing that we should be eating more vegetables. Exhausted, but I can’t stop, a ghost
in a suburb getting gas, cleaning up Magnet
Tiles, buying balloons, stirring broth, then
staring into my phone at 11:48pm standing
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flustered and too dazed to care. I just want
to be home. I want to rip off my clothes and
burn them in the backyard or maybe move
to Australia with my three kids and live in
a thatched-roof hut where “beach” is written in chalk on a piece of driftwood, or maybe just sit on the toilet and stare into my
phone when I get home. Clothes on Shopbop. Clothes. Pretty clothes. Pretty clothes
to wear one day to make-believe party.
Art. Pretty abstract art in frames, swirly
pastel mess contained on a canvas. Bench.
Pretty velveteen entry bench, pretty bench
where I will never sit but looks nice. Friend.
Pretty friend on pretty cliff-laced lagoon in
Europe I want to choke for jealousy. Like.
Like. Like. Sweet little dopamine feedback
loop. It’s already happening before it’s happening, like some Black Mirror episode I
can’t get out of. I heave a bag into the cart
and the handles pop right off.
“Mommy Mommy Mommy Mommeeeeeee!” Here, Coco, shake these and do
this! (mints and magazine rack to dismantle
while I pay) and what? My receipt. Hell no!
Keep it! My gift to you! We’re done! Hallelujah, let’s get the F outta here babe! Let’s
push this bitch! I practically need a mule
to get me to the elevator, but no, I’m fine,
please leave me alone everyone. Oh wait, no
one gives a shit. No one even asks me if I
need help. No one says hello anymore. No
one says goodbye. Only the disabled man
by the disinfectant wipes in the dark garage says, “Thank you for coming!” but he
is talking to someone behind me. It’s fine. I
can muscle my way through this experience,
move the scooters and helmets, heave cases of sparkling water and paper towels into
the trunk the way I pushed three kids out
of my vag. I got this. (Ok, two out of three
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carbon monoxide detector that keeps chirping long after the batteries have been taken
out, my children’s hummingbird heartbeats
keep fluttering even in sleep and I swear I
can hear them from my room, their Micros
scooters in blue, purple and pink keep working even after I’ve accidentally run them over
a couple of times. Resilience! A dinner of
apple skins and toast fragments, ham rinds
and dry pasta pairs well with an expensive
Sancerre, I am a diamond that can bust out
of the prongs at the stroke of twelve, but still
be home to make their lunches for tomorrow.
The ambivalence stuff: the weird joy
I feel that when I run after my kids at the
playground, pretending to be a wolf, that
horrified look of delight in their eyes when
they ask me to do it again, again, again, then
after the fifth time screaming “no more!”
and sulking on a bench with my phone wishing I were at a dark party on the lower east
side, so low it’s underground and only Chloe
Sevigny and I know about it. Another one:
Lying in the sand with all of my children on
top of me late into the evening, sticky with
ocean and sweat and wind and we should
really be getting home, my husband is worried about us, but lingering longer because
we can, I’m the mother bear back off, and we
love squeezing the last drop out of a beach
day, dancing in the dunes. Two seconds later, my daughter chucking sand in my mouth
and the baby pooped in her bare bathing
suit and no one helps me carry anything to
the car, but oh well. I’m happy/miserable.
Reading stories cozy in bed, relishing the
purr of my own voice, the smell of the kids’
shampoo, then two seconds later my daughter sneezes and snots all over the book and
everyone is yelling and I just can’t anymore
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bathroom saying I should really get some
sleep. I am not alone, but I am so alone.
How can something so universal feel
so singular, so isolating? I’m life-threateningly useful to four people and useless to
the rest of the world, invisible even. I haven’t watched the news in a hundred years,
but I’m wiser than a goddamn-baby-whispering-sage. Why do I push friends away yet
crave connection? Why doesn’t wine cure
this while exercise and sex only temporarily
ease this feeling? How can I be the person I
was meant to become? What is a writer and
am I one? Who will be my huckleberry friend
waiting round the bend with a ukulele and
a wink? Unfortunately, it’s not my husband.
He’s on call! And my mom is on a cleanse
with my dad in Puerto Rico, so I guess it has
to be my own goddamn aging self. And look
at her! She’s pale and hollowed out like an
avocado shell, her hair looks like it’s been
licked by a camel. This is the person I have
to confront?! This person in the rearview
mirror?! Is she the writer? The question and
the answer? What can I whisper to myself in
the dark of this parking garage to validate
this soul-crushing experience of life? The
oddity of this mothering experience, this
complete crapshoot I’ve launched myself
headlong into. And will I die before I figure
this out? Or worse, give up?
No. No, for me there is pressure. I’m
ambitious, I went to NYU, I ran a marathon,
I survived an eating disorder as a child. I
can do this! I must keep putting mascara on
and doing push-ups and going up to the attic to write. I will not rest until I create art
out of this despair. I cannot stop trying, stop
noticing, collecting, recording the details,
ideas, images like food for winter. Some
images I’m collecting lately: My heart is a
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and I tell everyone to get out. Moments like
this stacked up every day. Do you know what
I mean?
I start the car.
Blazing through yellow lights and careening through the familiar, winding forest
roads, we are on our way home. I look and
feel exactly like Cruella DeVille— when she
didn’t catch the dalmatians and had to get
herself out of a lump of snow— and that’s
ok. I’ll come out on the other side of this.
I have food for my family, my daughter is
click-clocking her tongue and I have my images in my head like friends that flicker off
the dashboard into my brain. She is just a
child. I am her mother. A woman, a flawed
human headed home. I am reminded that
creativity can only exist in times of uncertainty, that art is born when opposing feelings collide, rub up against each other, start
a dialogue. Loneliness can be celebrated, or
at least renamed “solitude” which sounds
more romantic. Anger is really fear and my
worst fear is losing myself.
I pull into the driveway and my
daughter is madly sucking her finger and
sniffing her little blankie. In two hours
I have to pick up the other two kids, but
now it’s naptime. The story about Curious
George making pancakes will calm us both
down. I’ll sing her my made-up, weird songs
she loves and hold her hand, smell her head,
her pure, sweet scalp that gives me hope. It’s
going to be ok. Is it going to be ok? Write
it down. For god’s sake, run up to the attic
once she’s asleep and write this all down before you forget. v
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Jack Phillips is a naturalist, poet, nature writer, and founder of The Naturalist
School, a nonprofit organization devoted to poetic wildness and the consilience
of creativity and ecology. He is author of The Bur Oak Manifesto: Seeking
Nature and Planting Trees in the Great Plains and co-editor of Natural Treasures of the Great Plains: an Ecological Perspective (with Paul Johnsgard and
Tom Lynch). His poetry has appeared in Wild Roof, Flora Fiction, EcoTheo,
The Closed Eye Open, Canary: a Literary Journal of the Environmental Crisis, and THE POET. He lives in the Missouri River watershed of eastern Nebraska.

FELIS ELLIPSES

felis ellipses
Cat tracks make ellipses on snow like a poem when they stop the silence goes deeper. Funny
that Felis Rufus slinks up frozen creek beds passing unseen and that our un-bobcat-like stomp
and skitter finds around each bend her spoor. We take our prompts from native snow-poems
seeking to or wanting to believe that we can move trackless make art that begins to vanish on the
making write inside-out verses deeply arising from this place that stiffly takes our feet. We will
never become native here, never bones and blood by this land woven and flow. Only by longing
do we belong by wildnesses here our souls awakened become the creatures that once we were
by the ephemeral traces we make. v
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Cristina Legarda was born in the Philippines and spent her early childhood
there before moving to Bethesda, Maryland. She is now a practicing physician
in Boston. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in America magazine, The
Dewdrop, Plainsongs, FOLIO, HeartWood, Coastal Shelf, and others.

IMELDA

imelda
When I was seven
a black sedan appeared
in front of our house.
My mother and I were spirited away
to Malacañang: they wanted her hands
and eyes, her stethoscope on a baby girl.
The corridors were mapanghi
(they smelled of urine).
Madame herself toured us around.
Yes, the shoe closet. An imposing quart
of Chanel No. 5 on the dresser.
Mosquito net over the giant bed
like a gargantuan bridal veil.
I wondered if visitors had to talk to her
through the tulle, or if they sat with her
beneath that gossamer tent, to touch up their nails
or gossip with trays of coffee and cake,
ants and roaches and flies be damned.
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The mosquito net stretches, unnoticed,
to shroud her abode – sitting room, palace wing,
even the smelly corridors. She admires
her own jewels. She makes speeches
to friends about beauty and love.
She picks up a cake knife, tells the lady
2
in the blue sash beside her “So-and-so
was sent to prison yesterday. People
are so careless with their words.
Would you like another slice?”
The lady acquiesces with a smile
and a bow, careful
with her obsequy,
a mosquito
trapped
in a giant
white
web. v
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Reed Smith's debut book of poetry, Declarations of Hunger, is forthcoming
from Brooklyn Arts Press. Originally from Texas, he went to the Iowa
Writers' Workshop, and currently cares for Covid patients in nursing homes
near Miami, Florida.

DECLARATIONS OF HUNGER

declarations of hunger
after A. E. Backus

He paints a bird and a snake.
				
It is midday
in a field. One glistens cruelly. One tries not
to give itself away.
The fractal swath of deliverance
glitters in the ocean’s current.
Wind hammers inside the echo chamber’s hood.
Wings, like dusty Sanskrit, blur.
They tangle in a whisper.
A heron becomes a wren. A rock becomes a weed.
The grass shakes its sequined blades.
Declarations of hunger have been made. v
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ELLEN JUNE
WRIGHT

Ellen June Wright was born in England of West Indian parents and immigrated to the United States as a child. She taught high school language arts in New
Jersey for three decades before retiring. She has consulted on guides for three
PBS poetry series. Her work was selected as The Missouri Review’s Poem of
the Week in June 2021. She was a finalist in the Gulf Stream 2020 summer
poetry contest and is a founding member of Poets of Color virtual poetry workshop and recently received four 2021 Pushcart Prize Nominations for poetry.

WHAT THEY CARRIED WITH THEM and
A QUESTION OF OWNERSHIP

what they carried with them
They carried everything one can bring
when one can bring nothing.
They carried everything they knew:
languages and dialects, songs mothers taught them
as babes and early blues sang as prisoners of war,
memories of their home’s terrain: mountains
and valleys, grasslands and vast lands,
recipes for how to cook everything
they had ever eaten—recipes locked inside
of how to prepare these peas, that rice grain.
How to stew this meat and for how many hours.
What they brought with them was everything
they were—not material. They brought their culture.
The part that mattered: religions and mathematics
and knowledge of healing locked inside plant and bark,
knowledge of the stars, memories of love and family,
children and grandchildren, parents left behind,
homes they would never see again.
What they brought with them was everything
that one can carry when one is in fetters—

that one can bring when one can bring nothing
but one’s genius for survival. v
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the seeds of children to be born in exile.
What they brought with them was everything
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a question of ownership
Apostrophe I
If I say you're mine
as in I own you,
I want to own you,
to possess you—
is that love or
something darker?
Apostrophe II
If when you die
you leave everything behind
did you ever really own anything
or did all those things own you
until they were done with you?
Apostrophe III
When a man owns another man
enslaves him for life and his children
and his children's children
is that a type of twisted love?
Is obsession with the other
with the dark stranger
the sinewy foreigner passion?
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If you're compelled to mix
your bloodline
with your black slaves’
bloodline
are you owned for eternity?
When you sell your child
are you selling a part
of yourself you will
never get back?
If I am yours
and we are bound together
when will it ever end? v
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THE COUPLE and THE ENTERNAL DEAD

the couple
The table stood up and left the room.
He went to the door and tilted to one side to
edge his way out the door. The chair was left
standing on her feet, her long legs wistful
and lonely. She looked out the window and
thought to herself, “we will see how you get
down those stairs without breaking a leg or
two.” Realizing his dilemma, the table could
not advance or retreat. He was too proud to
admit his fault before her, so he stood there,
feeling more humiliated by the minute.
Knowing what was going through his mind,
the chair cat walked to the door and opened
it. She went up to the table and sat down beside him. They sat like this for a long time
without saying anything, the autumn breeze
blowing through their empty spaces in their
bellies, between their arms, their legs, their
faces. In the end, they returned to their old
positions inside the house and sat like that.
When the day of moving came, the chair was
left out by the side of the road because she
was old and coming apart at the joints of the
legs and they took the table with them because he was still sturdy and useful in more
ways than one. As the moving truck drove
away, a street urchin jumped on the chair
for fun and, by accident, smashed her to
pieces. v
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the eternal dead
Frantically, the drowned man refuses to drown. Only snippets of spit from
his mouth remain after the waves crash.
One minute he rolls under and another he
floats up as the sea recedes from the sand.
Like plastic, the man gradually breaks
into little bits, while his consciousness
follows the unchangeable courses of the
sun and moon. He does not lament and he
does not moan, for he has become unable.
The land close at hand is as unreachable to
him as the seagulls, the stars, and the satellites. When sailors see him glistening in the
foam, they exclaim, "what a pity he cannot
kill himself!" v
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JESSICA
MENDOZA

Jessica Mendoza is a young up-and-coming writer born and raised in Los Angeles, CA. She holds a B.A. in Screenwriting and is looking towards getting her
M.F.A. in Creative Writing. As a professional writing tutor, avid reader, lover
of small animals, and serious movie musical nerd, she spends her days talking
about her various interests and story ideas to anyone who will listen. Jessica
spends most of her time feverishly editing essays and raving about the semicolon's usefulness to her students, who kindly humor her fits of punctuation
passion.

NANAMI IN THE BLUE DRESS

nanami in the blue dress
underneath her. She pushed rocks around
the dusty earth with a stick alone, all alone,
as most outsiders are.
“Okay,” she said. Her voice was quiet and a little scratchy, as if out of use. I
grinned so hard my face burned. I held out a
hand and she took it.
Nanami was a girl, and I was too, so
we did all the things two best friends who
were girls did. We had sleepovers, we went
trick or treating together, our moms took
us to the park and the playgrounds. She
opened her lunch and traded sticky peanut butter sandwiches for thick slices of
pear and salty crackers. Nanami yanked a
scrunchie from her hair, freeing her glossy
bun, and wrapped my braids in its satin. I
could sit there for hours and listen to her
talk about her stout little guinea pig and her
annoying little brother and the prettiest orange butterfly she’d ever seen. For years we
burrowed into each other, plucking pieces
of our identities and melting them together.
These were the things childhood friends did.
But for me, Nanami stood uniquely beautiful in my mind. Unlike the other
friends I had in my childhood, I wreathed
her in gold and lace within my memories.
Her headbands were a nimbus under the
playground sun, and her laughter resounded with mine like a harmony.
Nanami in the blue dress. As we got
older and more aware of the differences between us, things shifted. She spoke to her
mother on the day of the presidential election and came back a little more distant.
My brown hand in her white palm seemed a
plague to her. She turned away while I spoke
of all the new things I was learning about my
heritage, my roots, my culture. The blackness that her family shielded from her and
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She was my first crush at the age of
seven. Nanami in the blue dress, fresh and
new and standing at the front of the class,
her face white and shining like quartz.
Brown freckles splashed across her nose and
square cheekbones, her fingers red from fisting into the fabric. Her matching headband
sat nobly upon her head, a crown seizing the
flickering overhead lights. I couldn’t even
look directly at her.
I kept my gaze askew, staring down
at my bumpy plastic pencil case. I felt
frumpy, underdressed in my corduroy and
light-up sneakers. The teacher declared
Nanami the new student, spreading her
hands out and demanding we be kind to the
little princess in blue. How could I be cruel to her, I thought, when her dark chestnut
eyes sparkled like that? When she looked
up from under brown lashes and fidgeted in
place? When her backpack overflowed with
books and books and books, and mine was
stuffed the same way? When her dress skirted around her ankles and was so pretty, so
pretty I felt unworthy to even look upon her?
How could I not be her very best friend?
In the back of my mind, I remembered the old adage - don’t judge a book by
its cover. Disney Channel, chapter books,
little cartoonish asides on Nickelodeon they all taught me that looks shouldn’t dictate a friendship. But didn’t she feel the part
of my best-friend-to-be? She sat like a reader, torso curved over the desk and empty
hands grasping for a story. Her handwriting
was so neat and practiced - were those not
qualities that dictated a worthy playground
partnership?
The sun hung fat overhead when
I asked her to be my friend. Nanami sat
primly under the tree at recess, legs folded
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nanami in the blue dress
ignored in me. The entitlement her mother
- white and prickly and the worst cook I’d
ever had the displeasure of meeting - had
over mine.
Nanami in the blue dress, there, in
my memory. Before I knew what it meant to
love a female friend that way. Before I entered middle school and splashed cold water onto my face, desperate to get rid of the
budding and blooming. Before we passed
in the halls like strangers, went to the same
college, nodded coldly when we saw each
other in lecture halls. Before I kissed a girl
and fell in love and finally settled into who I
was born to be, shedding the fear and confusion that I’d have rather forgotten. Before
I forgot. Before I forget.
Nanami in the blue dress. The first
clue, the first hint. That sapphic nimbus
around her head - the memory-preserved
saint of first crushes. v
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SALLY
QUON

Sally Quon is a dirt-road diva and teller of tales, living in the Okanagan. She
has been shortlisted for Vallum Magazine’s Chapbook Prize two consecutive
years and is an associate member of the League of Canadian Poets. Her work
has been published in numerous anthologies including Chicken Soup for the
Soul—the Forgiveness Fix, BIG, Straightening Her Crown, and When Home is
Not Safe. Her personal blog, featherstone-creative.com, is where she posts her
back-country adventures and photos.

STREET PEOPLE - PORTRAITS OF THE
OPIOID CRISIS

street people - portraits of the
opioid crisis
“Marianna”
Marianna is on the street tonight.
She has a bed, but there are times when her
psychosis is too big to be contained within
the shelter walls. For the sake of the others,
she is sent out.
The street is not a safe place for any
woman, maybe especially for Marianna.
She’s an easy mark and her boyfriend, Silver, likes to beat her.
Marianna carries on a constant conversation with herself. I try to engage her,
but she doesn’t respond until I ask, “Who
did this to you, Marianna?”
She looks me in the eye and says with
perfect clarity, “I’m no snitch.”
After a moment, her private conversation
resumes.
If you were to listen closely to the
words Marianna says, you’d be horrified.
That didn’t really happen, did it?
I don’t know. It doesn’t really matter.
It’s real to her.
“Abel”

“Lucy”

She’s not the most beautiful girl in
the room, but she’s close. What Lucy’s got
that the others don’t is that spark behind her
eyes, a personality that overflows, that won’t
be contained. She’s sweet, she’s funny, and
everyone wants to be her friend. She’s fresh
and new.
Lucy can’t even put the needle in.
She gets someone else to inject her – doctoring, they call it. She’s so afraid that she
looks away, and squeals when the plunger
goes down.
“I’m trying not to do it anymore,” she
whispered to me.
“As long as you can stay away from
the needles…” I know that I’m wasting my
breath.
“I hate needles.”
“So why do them?”
“These people,” she waves around
the injection room, “are the social elite of
this place.”
I give her a look.
“The truth is,” she says, “I was hooked
before I ever used a needle. The first time I
saw someone do a shot and have an orgasm
on the floor. That’s why I do it.”
Lucy, I want to say, there are better
ways to have an orgasm. Ways that won’t
kill you.
But she’s already walking away.
“Shawna”
The drugs kick in. The needle drops to
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Abel leans against the counter in the
washroom. His face is marked by dozens of
open sores. Some say the sores are a result
of a compromised immune system, others think it’s poor hygiene, and still others
think it’s just the body doing its best to expel
whatever toxins it can.
Abel thinks it’s because the other
residents pour acid on his face while he’s
asleep. He often slips to the floor and sleeps
underneath his bed to keep it from happening. That’s also the only way to prevent
shelter staff from casting spells on him.
But it’s not Abel’s face that is causing

him concern today. He has an open safety
pin, and he’s using it to dig around in his
forearms.
He’s trying to get the worms out.
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opioid crisis
the ground. Shawna’s eyes are half-closed;
she stretches, cat-like, and her hands begin
to move over her body. This is the dance
of an addict. It’s sensual, a ballet. Shawna
moves slowly, deliberately, naked pleasure
on her face. She is strong, beautiful. She
is a child, half-wild. Writhing in her chair,
she slips to the floor, her body twisting and
bending, shuddering with ecstasy. I am embarrassed to watch - I am a voyeur, unable
to look away. It’s not that I get turned on
watching Shawna use, although maybe I do,
a little. I just want to know what it feels like.
I imagine it. It scares me. It thrills me. v
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GEOFF
WATKINSON

Geoff Watkinson has contributed to Guernica, storySouth, Brevity [Blog],
The Humanist, The San Diego-Tribune, The Virginian-Pilot, and Switchback,
among others. His first nonfiction collection, Have Some Faith in Loneliness
& Other Essays, is due out in early 2022 (Dreaming Big Publications). He is
the founder/managing editor of Green Briar Review (greenbriarreview.com).
Read more of his work at geoffwatkinson.wordpress.com/publications, or find
him on Twitter: @GeoffWatkinson.

THE BANKS OF FAIRVIEW LAKE

the banks of fairview lake
for supper. The three of us walk along the
vacant road as the fading daylight trickles
between the trees. Fireflies flicker. Crickets
chirp.
My parents had just arrived and we
eat hot dogs around the long backyard table,
swatting at mosquitoes that come at us like
an infinite army. Mom and Grandma clear
the table. Poppy sips a beer in the kitchen,
whistling to the radio. Bryan, Kelsey, and
Dad sit in front of the scratchy black and
white TV.
I am excited to be left alone. I walk to
the side of the cabin where the water heater
is surrounded with rotting wood. I slip into
the cobwebbed crevice behind it and sit on
the dirt. I hide. I want to see what will happen.
After a few minutes, voices unite
around the table. "Where’s Geoff?” one
asks. They shout my name. I smile, proud
of having found such a good hiding spot for
a game no one else is aware is being played.
Dusk comes like a thick fog, images in the
distance losing clarity. Voices resound from
the gravel road—some I don’t recognize—
and my smile withers into the stale air behind the water heater as the yells begin to
upset me.
There’s now a search party scouring
the woods with flashlights. The game is over.
In tears, I walk to Poppy in the road. He
breathes heavy, scowls, and picks me up like
a bag of sand, carrying me over his shoulder. “I have him!” Poppy yells to the others.
He takes me to the backyard, pulls down my
pants and smacks me with an open hand.
The door to real danger had been cracked
open, perhaps, for the first time in my short
life. I couldn’t quite see what was on the other side, but my intuition told me it wasn’t
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When I was five years old, I took my
last trip to Fairview Lake—a glacial lake one
mile long and half of a mile wide in Sussex
County, New Jersey. My maternal grandparents owned a cabin in the small lake community, which was sixty miles north of the
town where I grew up. My first vivid memories emerge from the banks of that lake.
It’s July, late morning. I’m sitting in
the backseat of my grandfather’s Cadillac.
My younger sister, Kelsey, is beside me and
my older brother, Bryan, is next to her. I
watch the trees pass by, nursing a stomachache. Bryan puts down the window. I close
my eyes and slabs of sunlight flash across
the inside of my eyelids. Poppy sings “Row
Your Boat,” and it turns into a round, all of
us singing. At some point, I drift off.
When I wake, Poppy is turning onto
Fairview Drive. The car plunges down the
hill—like a log flume dropping at Disney
World—and onto two miles of coiling dirt
and gravel road. The Kittatinny Mountains
surround us, southeast of the Delaware
Water Gap that separates New Jersey from
Pennsylvania. As soon as Poppy parks in
front of the cabin, Bryan and I take off our
shoes, run out back, take our fishing poles
from the shed, and run down the road toward the lake.
“Put those shoes back on and be back
in an hour for dinner!” Grandma yells. There
are copperheads and rattlesnakes and bears.
That means little to us. I had once seen a
water snake swim from beneath a grouping
of lily pads and pass Grandma as she did the
backstroke. The wildlife intrigued me.
Bryan and I reel in the sunfish. Time
fades. I didn’t yearn for it to pass like when
I was in church pews or school desks. Poppy walks down from the house to retrieve us
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the banks of fairview lake
good. Years later I would hear stories about
Fairview Lake: a drowning, a bear that had
torn through a neighbor’s cabin, and a registered sex offender who was a neighbor down
the road.
The darkness of night wasn’t just an
absence of light. There were tangible things
of which to be afraid. But fear requires a
self-awareness that I didn’t have when I
tucked myself behind that water heater. I
was just a curious little kid. All these years
later, I can still hear those voices yelling my
name. I can still smell that murky air. I can
still see the murky silhouette of my grandfather in the distance, the banks of the lake
out there beyond. v
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STAGE & SCREEN

JOE
CAPPELLO

Joe Cappello lives and writes in the picturesque desert country of Galisteo,
New Mexico. His full length play, “The Stars of Orion,” was a quarterfinalist
in the 2020 ScreenCraft Stage Play Contest and received an honorable mention in the 2020 Bridge Award contest sponsored by Arts in the Armed Forces
(AIAF). His short story, “The Secret of the Smiling Rock Man,” was a finalist
in the Southwest Writer’s 2021 Writing Contest and has been published in the
group’s annual anthology released in October 2021. A memoir, “Chain Link
Memories,” appeared in the November 2021 issue of Shorts Magazine.

SELL BOTS

sell bots
Cast of Characters
Samantha Hollis: Female, Age 35-45. Star salesperson for the Worthington Robotics Company. Aggressive, over the top, Sam quickly fills any room she enters. She’s learned the game and
knows how to play it well.
Ms. Whitman: Female, age 35-45. Human Resource Director for the Worthington Robotics
Company. She is a dedicated employee, imbued with a sense of fairness and accountability.
She does her best to enforce the rules and policies established by the company.
Lonnie: Female, age 20-25. A recent hire fresh out of college. She is eager to make her mark
and become a successful businesswoman, despite her lack of experience and naiveté.
Setting
A conference room at the Worthington Robotics Company.
Time
Present day.
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ACT I

						

Scene 1

					
					
					

SETTING: A conference room at the Worthington
Robotics Company. A table is set center stage with
three chairs around it.

						
				
						
					
					

AT RISE: MS. WHITMAN and LONNIE are sitting
next to each other at the table. They are working
on their laptops. Files and manuals are visible on
the table along with a landline phone. SAM
knocks on the door and bursts into the room.

						
Oh, Sam, good. You’re here. I—

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
					(Animated and bigger than life)
Quick, who’s the best boss? Honk! Too late. I’m the best boss….My people tell me that all
the time. Of course, they’re reading it off my coffee mug.
					(Claps her hands)
Ho, I’m on a roll. I interviewed this older guy for a sales position and he told me he
dates a lot. I asked him what he uses for protection. He said “diapers.”
					(Holds out her arms)
Yikes, don’t try to stop me.
						
Samantha…

MRS WHITMAN

						
That’s enough, Sam…

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
A salesman was having trouble closing an account. He asked his boss to write out what he
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SAM
					(Ignores her)
Salespeople are turned on by cash. Did you know their dreams are in green?…Those are
their happiest…and wettest!
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SAM (cont.)
should do in bold, colorful language. He gave him a pink slip written in caps.
						
Can we get down to business now?

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
Ms. Whitman, I am always down to business. That’s what makes me the super-charged
salesman I am.
						
You mean sales…person, don’t you?

LONNIE

						
SAM
Oh, so we’re being PC, are we? Okay, then how about something more gender neutral like
Sales Mx…or why stop there? Let’s change “he” to “sie" and “her” to “zim.” I know, how
about when we introduce ourselves; we settle the issue then. Hi, I’m Samantha Hollis and
my pronoun is…FU! I’m not into the idiot-ology of it. I just sell. Which makes me more
important than any one who doesn’t sell.
						
MS. WHITMAN
Sam, please. I need you to get in an HR mode.
						
SAM
HR…that’s…Human Rah-Rah. I’m all for the soft, touchy-feely side of things. I am at your
service, as long as it doesn’t interfere with the bare knuckles, tough stuff that happens on
my side of the fence.
						
Which is…?

LONNIE

						
Stop it, Sam.

MS. WHITMAN
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SAM
Sell bots.
					(Looks at LONNIE for a moment)
My, my. Who is this young person?
					(To MS. WHITMAN)
Is she your daughter? Is this a bring your Child to Work day?
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What are “bots?’

LONNIE

		
						
SAM
The answer to your first question is, no I will not, and to the young lady’s question, it’s what
we sell. Some say robotics. We sell Worthington robotics, but I like to cut out the nonsense,
get right to what we do in my department. So, I just shorten it to…
					(Leaning close to LONNIE’S face)
…bots.
						
LONNIE
And let me answer your question. My name is Lonnie and I am Ms. Whitman’s new assistant personnel manager.
						
SAM
					(Pause)
And let me pose another question to you if I may. Why am I here and not where I should
be doing what I do best? Selling bots. What do you think, Connie?
						
That’s Lonnie.

LONNIE

						
MS. WHITMAN
This won’t take long, Sam. We just want to go over some issues.

						
That’s so…crass.

LONNIE

						
SAM
Not at all. Met his second wife. They’re getting married next week. I’m the best man….sorry…I mean person.
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SAM
					(Ignoring her, to LONNIE)
Wanna’ know the secret to good salesmanship?
					(She attempts to answer. She cuts her off)
Bagels. Impossible for a client to say no to you after taking a big bite out of a bagel they just
buttered or smeared, compliments of you. Oh. And sensitivity. A client of mine lost his wife.
I sent him a condolence card with a paid subscription to eHarmony.
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I didn’t know sales worked that way.

LONNIE

						
SAM
Let me explain something to you, Donnie…
						
LONNIE
That’s Lonnie…
						
SAM
					(Ignoring her)
Salespeople drive this economy. The profit motive is our fuel, the invisible hand our guide.
The how matters little…only…the…result.
					(He finishes standing next to her and looking down at
					her)
A young person like you should consider sales.
						
Sam…

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
… That’s where the action is. Hittin’ the road, makin’ calls…dinners in expensive restaurants…late nights with clients for some no-holes-barred fun. Why would you want pass on
that for two fifteen minute breaks and a forty-five minute lunch a day? You should stop by
my department, I’ll show you around.
					(Hands her a business card)
Here, call me anytime.
					(Leaning closer to her)
I bet I could turn you…
MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
…Into a salesman…salesperson…zie, sie whatever pronoun.
						
Can we please get down to issues?

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
Issues, right. I’ve got a few myself. One very sensitive one, in fact, so sensitive I dare not
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That’s enough, Sam.
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SAM (cont.)
speak it too loudly.
					(Speaking softly as though not to be heard)
Milk.
						
Milk?

MS. WHITMAN

						
The kind you drink?

LONNIE

						
SAM
No, the kind you pour over a new employee’s head for asking such a dumb question. Of
course, the kind you drink. I have observed a few employees in my department consuming
way too much milk.
						
What is…too much?

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
Pouring it wantonly and greedily over heaping bowls of cereal, sloshing it carelessly over
packets of oatmeal, filling glasses to the rim with it to dunk their cookies.
						
But it’s only milk.

LONNIE

						
SAM
Ms. Whitman, would you please tell your employee that despite her extensive experiences
with milk in and out of day care, what we serve here is company property and should only
be used as an additive to one’s coffee.

						
SAM
Isn’t it obvious? Take the coffee machine away, then there would be no need of milk. They
can get their coffee on their own time and their own dime on their way to work in the morning. Problem solved.
						
LONNIE
You’d be taking way an employee benefit.
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MS. WHITMAN
So what exactly do you want to do about it?
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SAM
Exactly, I don’t want to give them anything. I want them hungry and on the phones, searching the internet, raiding social media for leads, leads they can turn into sales. Am I getting
through to you, Bonnie?
						
That’s Lonnie, I—

LONNIE

						
SAM		
You see, you won’t find this stuff in one of your college textbooks. I assume you graduated
college…recently, right? It’s street smarts, something we could all use a lot more of.
						
Still, that seems extreme.

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
So is interrupting a sales hustler at the beginning of her busy day. Oh…before I
forget…another issue. Too many people coming late. Gotta’ stop.
						
MS. WHITMAN
How big of a problem?
		
						
SAM
Big enough. I’m telling you, it’s affecting productivity.
						
MS. WHITMAN
Okay. I suggest pulling an attendance report for your department for the last month. You
can ID the offenders from there and speak to them about the importance of starting on
time.

						
C’mon, you can’t do that.

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
Why not? Just a little zorch. It won’t hurt…much. It’s a way to make sure they get their asses to work on time…or else.
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SAM
Nope. Got a better idea. I’m gonna’ have the doorknob wired so it’s activated at 9:01 every
morning. If anyone touches it after that time, he or she gets a shock.
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We’ll get sued…

MS. WHITMAN

						
It’s cruel, downright barbaric…

LONNIE

						
You can’t—

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
Alright, alright, stop…stop! I’m joshin’ you. okay? Having some fun, goin’ for a few laughs. I
mean, you dragged me down here, so, okay, I don’t mind clowning around a bit with folks
from Human Rah-Rah.. I mean, I got better things to do, but, hey…so be it.
					(Goes to leave)
I’m not gonna’ wire the doorknob and that whole milk thing? Who cares how much milk
they drink?
						
Sam…

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
I mean, I don’t. I don't care if they guzzle it out of the carton…
						
You need to stop.

MS.WHITMAN

						
SAM
Hey, it’s been real, but, I gotta go, I’m—
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MS. WHITMAN
Sam…
					(Her tone stops him. She is standing now)
I’m the one who called this meeting. This is my meeting. And you’re going to listen to what
I have to say.
					(Points to chair)
Now sit down.
					(SAM hesitates at the door, staring at MS. WHITMAN.
					
She slowly comes back into the room and sits down. MS.
					
WHITMAN also sits down, then looks at LONNIE.)
Why don’t you begin?
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LONNIE
Yes.
					(Refers to her laptop)
It seems there have been several complaints from people in your department.
						
Uh…who are you, again…exactly?

SAM

						
Like she told you, she’s my assistant.

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
Right. Fresh out of school. What did you study?
						
LONNIE
My undergraduate degree was in Psychology and my masters is in Human Resource Management.
						
SAM
Right, which means you don’t know shit.
						
Sam…

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
C’mon, it’s the truth. First job out of school. How old are you, 22, 23?
						
That’s an inappropriate question.

LONNIE

						
MS WHITMAN
We’re getting off track here. Like she said, we received complaints.
						
Oh, yeah? What kind of complaints?

SAM

						
MS. WHITMAN
Sexual harassment, abuse, questionable business practices. It’s a long list.
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SAM
That’s an immature answer. And who the hell are you to question me?
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Bull. Give me one example.

SAM

						
LONNIE
You offered two women in your department time off if they had sex in front of you.
						
SAM
Uh…Elaine and Desiree, right? Everybody knows they’re lesbians.
						
MS. WHTIMAN
You can’t refer to their sexual orientation in the workplace. That’s harassment.
						
SAM
You’re readin’ way too much into this. It was all in fun. We all had a good laugh. They
laughed, I saw them, they thought it was funny.
						
Then why did they file a complaint?

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
Who knows? I mean., I was teasin’ that’s all. I wouldn’t have forced them to do it…unless
they wanted to.
						
LONNIE
You also called one of your older employees…
					(Reading from her laptop)
‘a dead ass who should have retired years ago.’
						
Clearly age discrimination.

MS.WHITMAN

						
LONNIE
But you referred to his age. You can’t fire him based on his age.
						
I’m sorry, who are you again?

SAM
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SAM
It was not. It was about his job performance. He missed his sales quota two quarters in a
row. I should let him go.
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MS. WHITMAN
Cut it out, Sam, this is serious. You fire him after what you said to him and the company
could be looking at a full-blown age discrimination lawsuit.
						
SAM
Oh, that’s ridiculous. I’m not gonna’ fire him, I was just tryin’ to motivate him…light a fire
on his very wide….and old….and dead…ass.
						
MS. WHITMAN
Let’s move on.
					(Consults her laptop)
Tell me about the confrontation between Jerry Romero and Jim Bennettt.
						
SAM
Oh, that? It was nothing. They got into a beef over a client.
						
LONNIE
Right. It was Jerry Romero’s client, but Jim Bennett was calling on him behind his back.
						
SAM
Jim’s aggressive, that’s all. Not a bad trait for a sales…you know…person.
						
MS. WHITMAN
According to Jerry, it was you who put Jim up to calling on his client.
						
LONNIE
That’s what Jim said when Jerry confronted him.
						
SAM
Jerry was getting nowhere with that account. I decided to wake him up a little. Besides,
Jim’s a better salesman, he’s got the best chance of closing it.

						
SAM
The only thing I got to respect…Ms. Whitman… is sales. And I don’t care who closes an
account, as long as it gets closed.
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MS. WHITMAN
But you’ve got to respect Jerry’s territory.
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But you can’t just arbitrarily assign—-

LONNIE

						
Hey, Ronnie…?

SAM

						
That’s Lonnie.

LONNIE

						
SAM
Don’t tell me what I can or can’t do.
					(Pause. Tries to lighten the mood.)
Look, I think you’re not getting what it is I do. I’m responsible for profitability in my
department. So I gotta’ make it happen. Sometimes I gotta’ kick some butt, other times I’m
the class clown, you know, the one who lightens things up, gets a laugh out of people when
they need it the most. And, yeah, sometimes I gotta’ pit one guy against another, a divide
and conquer thing.
						
That sounds so fifth century.

LONNIE

						
SAM
Well, Connie, Bonnie, Ronnie or whoever the hell you are, I don't care what century it
comes from as long as it works.
						
MS. WHITMAN
There is one other issue we need to talk about. You are in the process of pursuing a new
client, a…
					(Consults her notes)
Brower Industries.

						
MS. WHITMAN
It seems you’ve handed out some interesting perks to the Brower staff .
						
SAM
Cost of doin’ business. So…?
					(Points to LONNIE)
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SAM
Yeah, a potential huge account. What’s that got to do…?
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LONNIE
					(Consulting her laptop)
In the last months you turned in receipts for several strip clubs, bought the Brower CEO a
set of golf clubs, and flew him and his entire staff to Las Vegas for a weekend of gambling,
shows, eating at the best restaurants, staying in expensive hotel rooms, all at company
expense.
						
SAM
Like I said, cost of doin’ business. All on the up and up.
						
MS. WHITMAN
Does that include the prostitutes you had sent to their rooms? Was that on the …up and
up…?
						
I don’t think you understand, you—

SAM

						
MS. WHITMAN
Oh, I understand all right. Your sales, and sales can do no wrong. Well, you’ve gone too far
this time. You can’t slick your way out of this or give your typical “no problem” response to
every accusation. You screwed up, Sam, plain and simple and you’re not getting away with
it this time. This time, you’re going to answer for this.
						
SAM
					(Pause)
Okay. Let’s cut the crap. What exactly’s going on here? What are you tryin’ to pull?

						
So this is Les Worthington’s doing.

SAM

						
MS. WHITMAN
That’s right. And that’s Mr. Worthington to you.
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MS. WHITMAN
I’m not trying to pull anything. A few weeks ago, the HR department received a priority
communication from CEO Lester Worthington. I’m sure you heard of him. It seems he’s on
a campaign to show employees how much they are valued in the company. So he wants all
complaints from employees against managers or other company officials followed up on
and resolved as soon as possible. How’s that for cuttin’ the crap?
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SAM
I see. And does ole’ Les know you’re talking to me right now?
						
MS. WHITMAN
No, I don't suppose…I don’t see what that has….
					(SAM picks up the landline and dials)
What are you…who are you calling?
						
Hello, Rita? Hi, it’s Sam. Is Les in?

SAM

						
You can’t just call the CEO, you—

MS. WHITMAN

						
SAM
Hey, Les. Hi, it’s Samantha. Good. good. I’m good. Look. I’m over at HR and…Brower?…
Oh, yeah we are definitely on track. They got their board meeting the end of the month,
we’ll know for sure then. Yep. They’re gonna’ buy 150 robots for the factory their moving
from China, then 300 more once they open the second one. We’re a shoe in, boss. I tell ya’,
it was a stroke of genius you had giving the Brower CEO those golf clubs…and the girls in
Vegas…now that was a nice touch in the right spot, if you get my drift. I’ll let you know the
minute I hear. Back to why I called, I’m sitting here in HR with Ms. Whitman and some
5th grader she just hired, and they’re giving me a rash of shit about complaints from my
department, and they’re bitching about the money you authorized me to spend for Brower
Yeah, well, they said they’re doing it because you told them to. Ms. Whitman? Yeah, she’s
here. Just a minute.
					(Hands the phone to MS. WHITMAN)
He wants to talk to you.

						
SAM
Hello, Les. Yeah, that’s fine. Thanks. No, I wouldn’t be so harsh on her, just doing her job, I
guess. Or what she thinks is her job. I’d be more inclined to blame overzealous newbies…
					(Glances at LONNIE)
…if you get my drift. Lunch? Why, sure, I’m free. See you at 12. Right. Thanks, Les. Bye.
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MS. WHITMAN
Hello? This is Ms…Yes, yes I did call the meeting. In response to your directive, Mr.
Worthington. But…But I assumed it meant all complaints against any…yes…yes…I know
what she does, still…Yes…yes, Mr. Worthington. I will. Right away.
					(Hands phone back to SAM)
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					(Still standing. There is an uncomfortable silence. He
					looks at MS. WHITMAN)
Well? Don’t you have an announcement?
						
The meeting…the meeting is over.

MS. WHITMAN

						
But we can’t just—

LONNIE

						
SAM
Shut up.
					(To MS. WHITMAN)
And you. I expected a little more support from you. I mean, as a woman and all, I—
						
MS. WHITMAN
Save it, Sam. You don’t care about my support, you’re doing what’s best for you, period.
						
SAM
What’s best for me turns out to be what’s best for everybody in this company. When I shake
a client’s hand and seal a deal, sure, I get my cut, but the rest of the cash goes to support all
the pretend jobs that would amount to nothing without the sales me and my guys bring in
every day.
						
MS. WHITMAN
Guys. That’s right, you’re just one of the guys, aren’t you?
						
SAM
Hey, that’s what we wanted, right? Equal treatment, equal pay, fat perks.

						
Careful what you say, Ms. Whitman.

SAM

						
MS. WHITMAN
Or what? You’re gonna’ show me how you can make this all my fault? Save your breath. We
all know how it ends. Management uses people like me for lightning rods. I’m used to it. No
way I’m risking my 401 K or my salary that supports me and my two kids. So do your worst.
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MS. WHITMAN
No, Sam. That’s what you wanted. “We” didn’t want you to become one of them. “We”
wanted a fair workplace for everybody. Not just for Mr. Sam Hollis.
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MS. WHITMAN (cont.)
I’ll get over it. I’ll have two drinks tonight instead of my usual one.
						
SAM
					(Pause. Stands uncomfortably close to her)
Because of me you get to play with your stupid rules and procedures, your handbooks and
policies, and actually believe you’re doing something important. So for once in your tiny
little life, at least accept you chose the wrong profession. Think about that the next time
you dare to call me on your meaningless little carpet.
					(Laughs as she walks toward the door)
I’m outta’ here. Wouldn’t want to keep my buddy, Les, waiting.
					(Exits)
						
LONNIE
Are we going to let her get away with that?
						
I said the meeting is over.

MS. WHITMAN

						
LONNIE
I know, but…wait a minute., wait a minute. We can build a case against her. For what she
just said to you. I’m…I’m a witness. The employee handbook. We should start with the employee handbook…
					(Begins leafing through the hard copy handbook in front
					of her)
..Let’s see…
					(The phone on the conference room table begins ringing.
					Ms. Whitman answers it)
						
MS. WHITMAN
Hello, Ms. Whitman…Mr. Worthington…yes, yes I did, she just left. I know, but…

						
MS. WHITMAN
…I just thought…well, yes, someone has to be held responsible….
						
LONNIE
…We can sum them up in a huge complaint, you sign…
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LONNIE
					(Speaks her next lines more to herself)
If we can find the sections she violated…
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MS. WHITMAN
…I don’t know what to say, I guess that’s me, it’s my responsibility…
						
…then I sign as a witness…

LONNIE

						
MS. WHITMAN
…I know the director is retiring and it would look bad for me…
						
LONNIE
…Then confront Sam with the evidence…
						
MS. WHITMAN
….What? No, no…I couldn’t do that, she didn’t have anything to do…
						
LONNIE
…Even the CEO couldn’t protect her then.
						
MS, WHITMAN
…Yes, Mr. Worthington, yes….I understand…it seems like the best solution. I’ll do it.
Immediately. I will. And thank you, thank you for finding a solution and, well…for everything. I’m grateful. Goodbye.
					(She hangs up the phone)
						
LONNIE
I think we got her…
					(MS. WHITMAN gets up and walks to the exit)
All we have to do is—
MS. WHITMAN

						
What?…You can’t—

LONNIE

						
MS. WHITMAN
I can and I just did.
					(During the rest of her lines, she stalks LONNIE backing
					
her around the table. LONNIE winds up leaning back
					
on one side of the table, clutching it tightly as MS.
					
WHITMAN delivers the last of her lines close to her face.)
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You’re fired.
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MS. WHITMAN (cont.)
In fact, I just did you a favor. Showed you what your career will look like from here on out.
What does Sam call it? A pretend job. How’s that sound? How’s it feel to join the ranks of
the expendables, the wage slaves who get screamed at and bullied as we rush around gluing
things together when they fall apart. But in the end that’s all we are. Useless glue, here to
prop up the Sam Hollises of the world. All those meaningless courses you took with their
fancy text books and slick photos of high-level meetings, people all smiles from different
backgrounds, working together. As irrelevant as a Byron poem. Like you and…me…and…
					(Pause. Turns away from her and begins to exit. Stops
					
at the door without looking back at LONNIE)
Clear out your desk. Security will be by in 15 minutes to escort you out of the building.
					(She exits. LONNIE is still leaning on the edge of the
					table, motionless. Lights fade out) v
		

						

CURTAIN		
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COVER IMAGE: “Cityscrape”
and POETRY: “Elfin Bishop” by Lindsey Grant

ISSUE VI
ART

Self-identifying as a neurodivergent, two-spirit, elder storyteller deeply rooted in the roar
and lore that’s become Portlandia of The Left Coast, The Artist attributes success and
survival (if not salvation) to superlative supports, mindfulness practice, and daily creative expression in words, sounds, and images.
I drive a 1990 Volvo 240 station wagon covered with individually drawn, safety yellow
emojis, 3″ diameter. My father would have berated me, “Now the resale value’s in the
toilet!” He lacked an appreciation for the intangible value of art. The joy that “Emojine”
brings to the community is immeasurable and palpable. Aside from that, she is oh-somuch-more easy to find in a crowded parking lot.

FICTION: “Serenity” by Andrew Jordan
Photographer from Russia, Andrew Jordan, born 28.08.1976, lives in the Krasnodar
region in the small resort town of Goryachiy Klyuch near the Black Sea coast. After 20
years of working as a lawyer, with a good legal career, Andrew decided to leave the office
and take up creative photography, which he had long dreamed of. Not having the slightest experience in art education, but driven by an indomitable craving for creative self-realization, Andrey and his wife Irina opened their own small photo studio and spend every
day in self-education, creative experiments, and promotion of their talents.
There is some kind of incomprehensible mystery in the fact that they pay more for an
unloved job. Apparently, society is so cynically arranged that if you offer the most expensive thing you have - your best time of life, then they willingly pay for this resource and
for this energy. And if you dare to do what you love and try to offer your results in this
endeavor, then money bypasses you. The creative path of the photographer from Russia
Andrew Jordan is a confirmation of this.

NONFICTION: "Moonrise in Kauai" by Lawrence Bridges
I’m a forager. I seek mischievousness and often, in my work, employ the deliberate use
of shock while seeking the truth in human behavior. Photographic truth is justice. There
is no fake truth in front of the camera. I find truth in nature or on computer screens. We
suffer therefore we love and therefore protect one another. This is the burden of self-consciousness. My photographs attempt to freeze behaviors that change in front of me at
high speed. I despair only when I cannot bring the camera up for a photograph before the
moment disappears, but often into another photograph, strange and rich with the movement of time.
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FLASH FICTION: “Dreaming in Color” by Zephyr Z

Zephyr Z is a computer programmer from Kearns, Utah who uses code to generate modern art. He is a self-taught artist using a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) in his
creative art process. As an independent fun-loving soul, he is a Computer Scientist who
loves to create new generative art algorithms, combining them with live performances. In
this way, his emotions and feelings become a part of the experience.

FLASH NONFICTION: “Mariafumaca” by Bianca Rivetti
São Paulo-based artist, Bianca Rivetti Burattini, has been developing her art for several
years through a span of different mediums. Originally an Architect, Rivetti has incorporated different facets of color and composition within her craft, creating bold, colorful
works through a blend of pop art and fantasy. This piece was developed in a mixed medium, using ink, watercolor, and digital artwork. It is inspired by late 1920’s aesthetics and
the Brazilian expression “Maria Fumaça” which refers to a coal-powered locomotive, as
well as people who excessively smoke.

STAGE & SCREEN: “Monster at the Door II" by Christopher Paul Brown
Christopher Paul Brown is known for his exploration of the unconscious and the serendipitous. In 2020 his work appeared in fourteen periodicals and two hardcover books.
His first photography sale was to the Standard Oil Company of Indiana and his video You
Define Single File was nominated for the Golden Gate Award at the 47th San Francisco
International Film Festival. Brown was born in Dubuque, Iowa and now resides in North
Carolina. He earned a BA in Film from Columbia College Chicago in 1980.
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